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part Winner 
 

Raphael 
Davids 

Silly Spares 

 

Navigate like a boss this rainy season 

The three most important things to remember when driving in the rain 
is reducing your speed, increasing your following distance, and turning 
on your headlights. 
 

Important to remember this Rainy Season : 
 

The road is not your personal skid pan 
Avoid sudden movements (sharp steering or breaking) that may 
unbalance the car. Should you find yourself aquaplaning or 
skidding and losing control of your car, stay calm and resist the 
urge to brake. 
Instead, gently take your foot off the accelerator pedal and 
allow the car to slow down itself while holding the steering 
wheel firmly in the direction you are travelling. 
 

Deep water equals deep trouble 
Don't drive through deep water. Even though it may look 
manageable, there could be submerged obstacles or deep 
potholes underneath that may cause severe damage to your car. 
 

The water may be flowing quicker than you expect and sweep 
your car away. Should you find yourself trapped in a submerged 
vehicle, remove the headrest from the back of your seat and use 
it to quickly break a window in order to escape. 
 

Anticipate, Anticipate, Anticipate 
Try and anticipate the actions of the other drivers around you. 
For instance, plan what you'd do if another driver sped through 
an orange light, or slowed down unexpectedly on the highway. 
 

Keep your scanners peeled 
While it is important to remain focused on your own driving, 
don't forget to remain acutely aware of what's happening 
around you, something you can often only do when you're 
driving at a reasonable speed, and certainly not while using your 
cell phone! 
 

Make sure your wiper blades are in great shape, rubber can 
become brittle.-  let us sort you out with new ones if necessary.  

Weekly Deals—Valid till 20 September 2018 

Check out our deals on: 



Happy New Year (For some ) 
Stella Martin 
 

The Jewish New Year was well enjoyed by all, hope you all 
had your apples and honey to welcome in the sweet New 
Year!  
 

After the long long weekend we all had you can imagine 
how joyous we were to get back into the swing of things!   
 

And when you are closed you can just imagine the 
workload waiting patiently for you to do… 
Never a nice surprise to come back to! 
#workloadwednesday  
 

Nevertheless we are always happy to have calls from our 
happy customers and read the reviews regarding our 
customer experience.  
Really makes the effort so worth it. 
 

Our superheroes downstairs in dispatch were busy bees 
on Wednesday trying to get all the backlogged orders out.  
And still always manage to greet us with a warm hello!  
 

At Start My Car we’ve ushered the New Year in with our 
brand spanking new website! Have you seen it?  Its 
modern, got great functionality, way better on mobile and 
this is just the beginning. We have some amazing features 
in the pipeline such as vehicle search, additional payment 
options and loads more. (Thanks Maveric Marketing and 
Melissa Rawlson) 
 

Our WIN A TOOL TROLLEY competition is flying and 
entries are streaming in. The online survey for an 
additional 5 entries is gaining traction and giving us great 
insight into what the industry is looking for. 
 

More on the Automotive side of things, our product 
catalogue is almost complete. We have been busy loading 
the last final ranges of product, including cambelts, hoses 
and Gedore tools. We have got to the point of stock 
maintenance, meaning that we are ensuring that all our 
physical stock is loaded and our images are correct. This 
makes it easier for you to find and compare the online 
part to the one that you are replacing (Whew…that was a 
mouthful, but apparently it will help with SEO) 
 

Our short week barely began before it ended. The 
September- throttle- ever-body virus has affected quite a 
few people this week, Let’s just say we are waiting for this 
to pass. 
 

Thursday was by far the longest day this year and REALLY 
tested our focus, the silence was deafening and the… wait 
is that Baruch, is that chocolates in his hands… This day 
just got 1000x better!  
Thursday really isn’t that bad, I think it’s my new favourite 
day in-fact!  
#confessionsofachocoholic  
 

That’s it from us. Next week will be here before we know 
it, so enjoy what’s left of the weekend! 

Win With Us!!! 
Identify the type of part and stand a 

chance to win 

R250 Voucher 
Submit your answer online or email      

stellam@startmycar.co.za or 

whatsapp 072 881 9010 

Winner will be announced in next weeks news-

letter 

Find some of the Brands we supply: 
 
Shield   BETA  Q-Tech 
Waxco                      Holts              X-Appeal 
Hella   V-Tech           DOE  
Gedore  Redex             Spanjaard 
Force   Rally 
 
Rules: 
Words can be backwards, diagonal, left, right. 


